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ABSTRACT
This project work titled “UNIVERSAL MODERN TRAILER” has been conceived having studied the difficulty in

unloading the materials. Our survey in the regard in several automobile garages, revealed the facts that mostly some
difficult methods were adopted in unloading the materials from the trailer. The trailer will unload the material in only
one single direction. It is difficult to unload the materials in small compact streets and small roads. In our project these
are rectified to unload the trailer in all three sides very easily.

Normal dumper vehicle unload materials only in one direction that to only at the backside of the tipper by using
various powerful pneumatically operated cylinder, which may cause the problems of blockage when the work area is
limited. The Multidirectional dumper overcomes the problem of unloading the vehicle on side way by using mechanical
arrangement (that is using gear and linkage attachment) in our prototype. By using gear and linkage attachment
material can be unloaded in 1800 as per requirement. The Multidirectional dumper is developed and tested for its
movement in all 1800 possible angle to unload the materials in the tipper trolley and monitor the inclinations for its
gradualism (linearity).

Now a day’s hydraulic and pneumatic system is generally use in trolley for unloading purpose but our aim is to
check performance of mechanical system.
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INTRODUCTION
A dumper is a vehicle designed for carrying bulk material, often on building sites. Dumpers are

distinguished from dump trucks by configuration: a dumper is usually an open 4-wheeled vehicle with the
load skip in front of the driver, while a truck has its cab in front of the load. The skip can tip to dump the load;
this is where the name "dumper" comes from. They are normally diesel powered. A towing eye is fitted for
secondary use as a site tractor. Dumpers with rubber tracks are used in special circumstances and are popular
in some countries. Early dumpers had a payload of about a ton and were 2-wheel drive, driving on the front
axle and steered at the back wheels. The single cylinder diesel engine (sometimes made by Lister) was started
by hand cranking. The steering wheel turned the back wheels, not front. Having neither electrics nor
hydraulics there was not much to go wrong. The skip was secured by a catch by the driver's feet. When the
catch is released, the skip tips under the weight of its contents at pivot points below, and after being emptied is
raised by hand.

Modern dumpers have payloads of up to 10 tones (11 short tons; 9.8 long tons) and usually steer by
articulating at the middle of the chassis (pivot steering). They have multi-cylinder diesel engines, some
turbocharged, electric start and hydraulics for tipping and steering and are more expensive to make and
operate. An A-frame known as a ROPS (Roll- Over Protection) frame may be fitted over the seat to protect
the driver if the dumper rolls over. Some dumpers have FOPS (Falling Object Protection) as well. Lifting
skips are available for discharging above ground level. In the 1990s dumpers with swivel skips, which could
be rotated to tip sideways, became popular, especially for working in narrow sites

such as road works. Dumpers are the most common cause of accidents involving construction plant. A dumper
is an integral part of any construction work and hence its role is important for completion of any
constructional site. One of the problem are cited with dumper in the time and energy for setting the huge
dumper in the proper direction to dump the material it in carrying and hence the need of the project work riser
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which is about 3 way dropping dumper which can dump the material in any direction except the rontal one
without moving the truck in any direction.

Material handling in construction and civil works is one of the basic necessities. The material supply to
civil and construction is provided through trucks, dumper etc. The material should be properly loaded,
managed, stacked, transported and unloaded. The dumper carries the material which is loaded from the site,
where the material is initially stored. It is then loaded to the dumper and transported to the required site and
then unloaded. The major issues raises over here, the incompatibility of the site with the fully loaded dumper
causes a lot of settling time for the trolley to get the material properly arranged and transportation time to
reach its location.

The dumper unloads the material in only one direction. But this incapability can be full new method
mechanism as the Multidirectional dumper. Gothic mechanism is an approach to reduce the idle time to settle
the dumper. The material is unloaded in any direction and hence can be boldly stated as “Multidirectional
Dumper.” The major outcomes of Multidirectional dumper has overcome space requirement which often
result in road blocking. Hence, we have inversion in the existing mechanism providing the unloading in 180
rotations. This mechanism prevents blocking of road, saves time and enhances productivity at lowest cost.

The automotive sector is fast booming section in India. There are variable in automotive industry light
and heavy motor vehicle. Heavy duty vehicle support as the backbone and confront to the working. A dumper
whose material can easily be unloaded in one direction that is mostly to its rear end. These inefficiency is been
overcomes by the Multidirectional dumper.

Fig. CATIA model of Universal Modern Trailer.

LITERATURE REVIEW:
Dump Trucks in the 1950s:

By the 1940s the technological development of dump trucks had reached its peak. In the U.S., bottom
dump trucks were already dominating earthmoving sites by the 1950s. As the industry moved away from a
reliance on rail operations to haul material, the need for domestically produced construction site tippers began
to emerge. One of the heavy duty dump trucks manufactured during this time was by Faun. The truck could
carry up to 20 tons and was powered with a 180 horsepower engine. The dump trucks were considered ―off-
highway dump trucks because of their width and axle weights.
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Saint John First:
The dump truck was first conceived in Saint John, New Brunswick when Robert T. Mawhinney

attached a dump box to a flat bed truck in 1920. The lifting device was a winch attached to a cable that fed
over sheave (pulley) mounted on a mast behind the cab. The cable was connected to the lower front end of the
wooden dump box which was attached by a pivot at the back of the truck frame. The operator turned a crank
to raise and lower the box. Today, virtually all dump trucks operate by hydraulics and they come in a variety
of configurations each designed to accomplish a specific task in the construction material supply chain.

Record shows one of the first hydraulic dump bodies was the Robertson Steam Wagon with a hydraulic
hoist that received power from the trucks engine or an independent steam engine. The dump truck was first
conceived in Saint John, New Brunswick when Robert T. Mawhinney attached a dump box to a flat bed truck
in 1920. The lifting device was a winch attached to a cable that fed over sheave (pulley) mounted on a mast
behind the cab. [2] Euclid was a pioneer in the development of dump trucks.

George Armington Jr., son of founder George Armington, was a hydraulics designer and made two
significant contributions to the world of dump trucks. These included the modern heavy duty off-highway
truck and the wheel tractor bottom dump wagon.

Alley & McLellan of Glasgow studied hydraulics was being incorporated into truck mounted dump
bodies relatively early on, in which record shows one of the first hydraulic dump bodies was the Robertson
Steam Wagon with a hydraulic hoist that received power from the truck’s engine or an independent steam
engine was developed another early hydraulic dump body in 1907 that was power-driven by steam.

FIG: DUMP BOX FOR TRUCK.

Amboji Sudhakar Retal studied that trailer has lots of applications in today’s world. In industrial and
domestic considerations, trailer can haul a variety of products including gravel, potatoes, grain, sand, compost,
heavy rocks, etc. By considering wide scope of the topic, it is necessary to do study and research on the topic
of tipper mechanism in order to make it more economical and efficient. In existing system, trailer can unload
only in one side by using hydraulic jack or conveyor mechanism. By this research it is easy for the driver to
unload the trailer and also it reduces time and fuel consumption. For making trailer mechanism with such
above conditions both mechanisms namely hydraulic jack and conveyor mechanism can be used. But
eventually it comes with question that how both systems can arrange in single set up? Answer to this question
is nothing but this research work.

Three axis dumping trailer powered by pneumatics Is introduced by M. Ramachandran MPSTME,
SVKM”S NMIMS. Shirpur, Dhule 425405, Maharashtra, India. In their paper they Pneumatic Three Axis
Modern Trailer is nothing but one of the Lifting system in automobile at the time of emergency. In this Lifting
system pneumatically operated one. Here the additional pneumatic cylinder and Control Valve is provided in
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the automobile itself. In this project, the Control Valve is used to activate/deactivate the Air input. The Valve
is “ON” at the time of emergency; the compressed air goes to the pneumatic cylinder. Then the compressed air
passes through the tube, and then pushes the pneumatic cylinder, so that the Lifting is applied at the time of
Valve in “ON” position (i.e.- Emergency time). The speed of the pneumatic cylinder is varied by using flow
control valve. This is the way of controlling Lifting speed of the Trailer at the time of emergency. In our
project, we have to apply this Pneumatic Modern Trailer Mechanism in Load Lifting Vehicles. The Control
Valve is fixed in near of the driving persons in the four wheeler. The air tank contains the compressed air
already filled. The Valve was ON at the time of emergency, the Control Valve was activated. The compressed
air flow is controlled by the valve is called “FLOW CONTROL VALVE”. This air flow is already set. Then
the compressed air goes to the pneumatic cylinders. The pneumatic cylinders piston moves forward at the time
of compressed air inlet to the cylinder. The pneumatic cylinders moves towards the Lifting arrangement.

Albert Praveen Kumar, Gowtham, Gruraam, & G Prabhakaran presented in their technical paper they
have develop “THREE AXIS PNEUMATIC MODERN TRAILER” which help to know how to achieve low
cost automation. The operating procedure of this system is very simple, so any person can operate. By using
more techniques, they can be modified according to application.

Fazaludheen Chemmala , Abdul Fahad P ,  Abdul Rashik K,  Aflah K,  Ameer Sadath Kt , Arshad
Mohammed K prepared the model of “THREE AXIS PNEUMATIC MODERN TRAILER”, and by
performing experiment on that model they have to concluded that the result as from the  prototype expected
results is achieved. With analysis of working and with the help of pneumatic system, lifting operations can be
easily carried out without much effort. This mechanism is not only applicable in dumping trucks but also for
various manufacturing industries. Thus we have developed a Three Axis Pneumatic Modern Trailer which
helps to know how to achieve low cost automation. The operating procedure of this system is very simple, so
any person can operate. By using more techniques, they can be modified and developed according to the
applications. Further modifications and working limitations will put this work in the main league of use.

WORKING
In our model, previous components are used, each one have its own role in operation such as

unloading and rotation of trolley , as these components were discussed above such as gear, trolley and lead
screw., further details about the working of these components is as given below.

Unloading motion:

Lead screw, nut and link are the main components use for providing unloading motion of trolley this
components as shown in the following figure are Trolley is the main component of our model. It carries load
of the materials loaded inside of it.

FIG. WORKING OF TROLLEY.
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In above figure arrow representation shows the working of trolley, in which lead screw shown below
the trolley which is fitted in the bearing which is attached to the main frame on which trolley is mounted as
shown in above figure. On that lead screw two nut is mounted called as Nut-1 (i.e front nut) and Nut-2 (i.e
rear end nut), one end of one link is attached to the Nut-2 and other end is attached to the trolley at its lower
side shown in figure. Another link is fitted on the Nut-1 with one end is attached to the nut and other end is
attached to the first link which is attached to the Nut-2 and trolley at required distance.

When lead screw is rotated with the help of motor or manually Nut-1 mounted on the lead screw move
backward as it work on the working principle of screw jack as we discuss above. Nut-2 is fixed on the lead
screw, due to the backward motion of nut-1 link attached to it lifted upward but this link attached to the
another link which is attached to the Nut-2 due to the lifting motion of link attached to the Nut -1 also lifted
up second end of this link attached to the trolley at its bottom due to the lifting motion of link trolley also
lifted up as shown in above figure with arrow representation.

Circular motion
This is the additional motion as we providing in our model this motion is due to combine effect

of two bevel gear this bevel gear arrangement is as shown in below figure.

FIG. BEVEL GEAR WORKING

As shown in above figure one beam is attached to the trolley frame and its another end is attached
to the chassis at its lower end, that beam one bevel gear is mount and another gear is bevel gear is mounted on
the rod which is in mesh with the first bevel gear which is mounted on the beam as shown in the above figure
rod is attached to the second gear must be passing throughout the bearing so that it avoid the roughing action
and providing the smooth motion.

When second bevel gear is rotated which is mounted on the rod with help of motor or manually as
it mesh with the first gear first gear providing the motion to the second gear as this second gear is mounted on
the beam this beam is also rotated as this beam is attached to the frame of trolley this frame is also rotated
with the required angle as we required, in above figure arrow representation shows the overall working of
bevel gear that are use for providing circular motion.
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Wheel arrangement & chassis
In our we are use the four wheel depending upon our requirement and design we can also use the

two wheel having two wheel is at the rear end of the trolley, as this system is use now a days in conventional
trolley at the required position as we calculated from design.

Chassis is the base of our model on which entire structure is build, this chassis is mounted on the
wheel as shown in the below figure.

FIG. WHEEL ARRANGEMENT AND CHASSIS.

FUTURE SCOPES
Modification on current system can be possible. Providing ball and socket joint or universal joint at the

tip of pneumatic cylinder piston, using external compressor, introduction of single hydraulic cylinder instead
of pneumatic etc can make the system a little more efficient. Another change that can be made is to introduce
some rollers in between the load cabin and the body of the vehicle. This setup will make the rotation of the
load cabin easier and thus the rotating disc will no longer have to experience the complete load. Overall,
“Three Axis Modern Pneumatic Trailer”, will play an important role in coming generation.

Prof. Deshmukh.S.A., Lonkar Pradip P, Bhong Tushar H, Kale Dadaso B (Mechanical Eng.,
University of Pune, India) presented paper on ‘Three axis pneumatic modern trailer by using single cylinder’.
They experimentally investigated the need of the modern three axis pneumatic trailer for the ship to perform
the operation of lifting heavy weight materials. This paper also studies the importance of pneumatic circuit
system and its application in shipping industry. Various parts of the modern three axis pneumatic trailer was
studied and their performance was analyzed in terms of the work. Further review is made on the practical
plastic model of project with analysis of working and with the help of pneumatic system lifting operations can
be easily carried out without much effort and without outsourcing. This mechanism cannot only applicable in
the shipping industry but also it is applicable for various manufacturing industries. Thus we have developed a
“three axis pneumatic modern tipper” which helps to know how to achieve low cost automation. The
operating procedure of this system is very simple, so any person can operate. By using more techniques, they
can be modified and developed according to the applications.

Ganesh Shinde1, Prachi Tawele2, Laukik Raut3 (1,2Student M. Tech CAD/CAM, 3Assistant
Professor, GHRCE, Nagpur-440016 MH., India) develop the model of “Pneumatic Three Axis Modern
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Trailer” and conducting experiment on it in order to achieve low cost automation with easy damping of
material in all the three direction.

CONCLUSION
This project work has provided us an excellent opportunity and experience, to use our limited

knowledge. We gained a lot of practical knowledge regarding, planning, purchasing, assembling and
machining while doing this project work. We feel that the project work is a good solution to bridge the gates
between institution and industries.

We are proud that we have completed the work with the limited time successfully. The “UNIVERSAL
MODERN TRAILER” is working with satisfactory conditions. We are able to understand the difficulties in
maintaining the tolerances and also quality. We have done to our ability and skill making maximum use of
available facilities. In conclusion remarks of our project work, let us add a few more lines about our
impression project work Thus we have developed a “UNIVERSAL MODERN TRAILER” which helps to
know how to achieve low cost automation. The operating procedure of this system is very simple, so any
person can operate.

By using more techniques, they can be modified and developed according to the applications.

Till now we were using the trolley with single way dumping mechanism. After literature survey it is
found that the traditional method used in trolley consumes a lot of time as well as energy. It also requires
trained personnel for activating the mechanism. So these problems present in traditional method could be
overcome by proposed mechanism. After few modifications, and working on disadvantages will put this
project work in the main league of use. This concept saves time and may lead to efficient working. The
constructional work or the infrastructural work demands efficient and user friendly machineries which may
lead to more and more use of

the present project work.

Trolley has lots of applications in today’s world. In industrial and domestic considerations, tippers can
pull a variety of products including gravel, grain, sand, fertilizer, heavy rocks, etc. The older dropping
trolley/dumper has been conceived by observing the difficulty in unloading the materials.

“UNIVERSAL MODERN TRAILER” is nothing but one of the Lifting system in automobile at the time
of emergency. In this Lifting system lead screw and gear mechanisms operated one. Here the additional motor
and microcontroller is provided in the automobile itself.

In this paper, the motor and microcontroller is used to activate/deactivate the rotation of shaft and lead
screw. The motor is „ON‟ at the time of emergency; rotated the lead screw and bevel gear shaft. Nut and links
arrangement mounted on the lead screw is also activated and unloading action is carry out. Some other
devices such as microcontroller and switch arrangement is also use to control the required motion and rpm of
lead screw

The switch and microcontroller arrangement is fixed in near of the driving persons in the four wheeler.
The switch was ON at the time of emergency, the motor was activated. The RPM of lead screw before it rpm
of motor is control by microcontroller. When we are use motor instead of manual work then power for the
motor is providing form the battery.
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